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TWO-SITE MODEL FOR A SMALL POLARON: MASSRENORMALIZATION AND OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITYB. Yavidov *Institute of Nulear Physis, Aademy of Sienes of Uzbekistan100214, Tashkent, UzbekistanReeived February 2, 2009The renormalization of the mass of an eletron interating with many ions of a lattie via the long-range (Fröh-lih) eletron�phonon interation and optial absorption of eletrons are studied at zero temperature. Ions areassumed to be isotropi three-dimensional osillators. The optial ondutivity and the renormalized mass ofsmall adiabati Fröhlih polarons are alulated and ompared with those of small adiabati Holstein polarons.PACS: 63.20.kd, 63.20.kg, 71.38.Ht, 71.38.Cn, 78.67.-n1. INTRODUCTIONPolarons have been extensively studied sine a sem-inal paper of Landau [1℄. They are divided into smalland large polarons in aordane with the size of theirwave funtion. In the �rst ase, a arrier is oupledto intramoleular vibrations and self-trapped on a sin-gle site. Its size is the same as the size of the phononloud, both are about the lattie onstant (so-alledsmall Holstein polaron, SHP). In the ase of large po-larons, the size of the polaron is also the same as thesize of the phonon loud, but the polaron extends overthe distane of many lattie onstants.Polarons with a very di�erent internal struturewere introdued in [2; 3℄. They were alled small Fröh-lih polarons (SFP). An SFP size is about the lattieonstant, but its phonon loud spreads over the wholerystal. Within the model in [3℄, the renormalized massappears to be muh smaller ompared with that in theanonial Holstein model [4℄. Reently [5℄, this modelwas extended to the adiabati limit and it was foundthat the SFP mass is renormalized muh less than themass of the SHP in this limit. An eletron interatingwith vibrations of a hain of ions polarized perpendi-ular to the hain was onsidered in [5℄. The modelwas introdued in order to mimi high-T uprates,where in-plane CuO2 arriers are strongly oupled tothe -axis polarized vibrations of apial oxygen ions [6℄.However, apial ions vibrate in all diretions. To de-*E-mail: yavidov�inp.uz

1 21 2b1 2 m z yxa rFig. 1. Eletron hops between sites 1 and 2. In ourmodel, i.e., in the Fröhlih or extended Holstein model(a), the eletron at site 1 interats with 3D vibrationsof ions (irles in the upper row) in the Holstein model(b), it interats only with 3D vibrations of a single(m = 1) ionsribe a more realisti ase, we onsider an eletronhopping between two sites and interating with three-dimensional (3D) vibrations of ions of the hain, asshown in Fig. 1a. In addition, we alulate the optialondutivity of the system to show that the long-rangeeletron�phonon interation qualitatively hanges thepolaron hopping and the optial ondutivity omparedwith these in the Holstein model, Fig. 1b.2. MASS RENORMALIZATIONWe �rst derive an analyti expression for the renor-malized hopping integral of an SFP in the nonadiabatilimit and in the adiabati limit in order to eluidate thee�et of ion's longitudinal vibrations in the renormal-ized hopping integral. The Hamiltonian of the model1173



B. Yavidov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 6, 2009is [2�5℄ H = He +Hph +He�ph; (1)where (~ = 1)Hph =Xm �� 12M �2�u2m + M!2u2m2 � (2)is the Hamiltonian of vibrating ions,He�ph = Xi=1;2Xm +i ifm(i) � um (3)desribes the interation between the eletron and ions,and He = �t(+1 2 +H..)is the eletron hopping energy. Here, t is the bare hop-ping integral between the neighbour sites, +i (i) is thereation (destrution) operator of an eletron on site i,M is the mass of a vibrating ion, ! is its frequeny,um is the displaement of an ion on site m, fm(i) is thefore between the eletron on site i and the mth ion,fm(i) = onst � r�3ei;m, r is the distane between sitesi and m, and ei;m is the unit vetor direted from sitei to site m. Similarly to Refs. [3; 5℄, the renormalizedhopping integral in the nonadiabati ase is~t = t exp(�g2); (4)where g2 = 12M!3 �f2m(1)� fm(1) � fm(2)� : (5)We an rewrite renormalized hopping integral as~t = t exp(�Ep=!); (6)where Ep = 12M!2 Xm f2m(1) (7)is the polaroni shift and = 1�Xm fm(1) � fm(2)Xm f2m(1) : (8)The value of the fator  depends on the geometryof the lattie. In our ase, the distane between ionsalong the hain and between sites 1 and 2 is a = 1,and the distane from the hain and ion 1 (or 2) isb = 1. In the nonadiabati limit, a summation over thewhole lattie an be performed in (8) with the result3D = 0:727797; in the one-dimensional (1D) ase, thevalue 1D = 0:28678 has been obtained [7℄. We see that
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�Fig. 2. The ratio of masses of Fröhlih and Holsteinsmall polarons as a funtion of the eletron�phononoupling onstant � at di�erent values of !=t in thenonadiabati regime: 1 � !=t = 1; 2 � !=t = 2an inrease in the fator  in the exponent of (6) in-reases the mass of an SFP with 3D vibrations of ionsompared to the mass of an SFP with ions vibrationspolarized perpendiular to the hain. Nevertheless, themass still turns out to be small ompared to the massof a nonadiabati SHP, beause  = 1 for the SHP(Fig. 2).The ratio of masses of the nonadiabati SFP with3D vibrations of ions to the nonadiabati SFP withvibrations polarized perpendiular to the hain for thesame polaroni shift is given bym3Dm1D = exp� (3D � 1D)Ep! � :For t = ! and � = 2:6, we obtain m3D=m1D = 10.In the opposite adiabati regime, we use theBorn�Oppenheimer approximation representing thewave funtion as the wave funtion �(um) desribingthe �vibrating� ions times the eletron wave funtion( (um)'(um))T with �frozen� ion displaements (Tdenotes the transposed matrix and  (um) and '(um)stand for the respetive eletron wave funtions at site1 and site 2). Terms with the �rst and seond deriva-tives of the �eletron� funtions  (um) and '(um) aresmall ompared with the orresponding terms withderivatives of �(um). The wave funtion of the �frozen�state satis�es the equations1174



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 6, 2009 Two-site model for a small polaron : : :"E(um)�Xm fm(1) � um# (um)�t'(um) = 0;�t (um)+"E(um)�Xm fm(2) � um#'(um) = 0: (9)The lowest energy isE(um) = 12Xm f+m � um �� 2414  Xm f�m � um!2 + t235 ; (10)where f+m = fm(1) + fm(2) and f�m = fm(1) � fm(2).The lowest enrgy plays the role of potential energy inthe equation for �(um),[E �Hph �E(um)℄�(um) = 0: (11)Beause of the in�nite number of variables, Eq. (11)annot be redued to a double-well potential prob-lem [4℄. Here, we restrit ourselves to the simple aseof three ions in the upper hain (ions m = �1; 0;+1).Even this simpli�ed �ve-site model is qualitativelydi�erent from the anonial two-site Holstein model(Fig. 1b) and maintains the features of the long-rangeFröhlih interation. By generalizing the transforma-tion formulas in Ref. [5℄,f++1�u�1� + f��1�u+1� = q�X�;f��1�u�1� + (f++1� � f��1�)u0� � f++1�u+1� = q�Y�andf��1�(f++1� � f��1�)u�1� � (f�2�1� + f+2+1�)u0� �� f++1�(f++1� � f��1�)u+1� = (f�2�1� + f+2+1�)Z�;where q� =q2(f�2�1� � f��1�f++1� + f+2+1�) , � = x; y; z,and introduing a new variable � = Yx+Yy, we an inte-grate out eight of the nine vibration modes and reduethe problem to the well-known double-well potentialproblem [4℄�E � 4! + 58Ep + �22���2 � U(�)��(�) = 0: (12)Here, U(�) = �!2�22 �r34�!2Ep�2 + t2 (13)is the familiar double-well potential and � = M=2.Standard proedure yields for energy splitting �E == �exp(�g2F ), where� = ~!�r3Ep4! k3=2 "1��3Ep4! k3=2��1# ;
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�Fig. 3. Mass of the small Fröhlih polaron in units ofthe band eletron mass (m = 1=2ta2) with polarized(m1D) and vetor (m3D) ion vibrations, and their rel-ative hange as funtions of � in the adiabati regime,t=! = 5g2F = 3Ep4! k3=2s1��3Ep4! k3=2��1:Here, ~! = !pk is the renormalized phonon frequeny,k = 1� 1=36�2, and � = Ep=2t.The mass of the adiabati SFP with polarized (per-pendiular to the hain) and 3D vibrations of ions isplotted in Fig. 3. The relative hange in the adiabatiSFP mass, (m3D�m1D)=m1D, is also plotted in Fig. 3.The magnitude of the mass hange of the SFP in pass-ing from polarized phonons to isotropi phonons is evenhigher in the adiabati limit. For � = 1:5 and t = 5!,we havem3D=m1D � 377. It follows that the longitudi-nal (parallel to the hain) omponent of ion vibrationsinreases the SFP mass ompared with the SHP mass,as expeted [7; 8℄. Nevertheless, the net ontributionof all vibrations provides muh a lighter adiabati SFPthan the adiabati SHP even with the 3D vibrations ofions (Fig. 4).3. OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITYOptial ondutivity of both small [9�13℄ andlarge [14�20℄ polarons have been studied extensively.In our ase of the adiabati small polaron, the optialabsorption is a nearly adiabati proess, and hene wean apply the familiar Frank�Condon priniple. Here,we adopt a general formula for the optial ondutivityof small polarons, whih at zero temperature (T = 0)is written as [21℄1175
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�Fig. 4. The ratio of the SFP mass to the SHP mass asa funtion of � in the adiabati regime: 1 � t=! = 5;2 � t=! = 10�(�) = �0~t2~�p2Ea~!ph �� exp"� (��4Ea)2�2p2Ea~!ph �2 # ; (14)where �0 is a onstant, !ph is the phonon frequeny, �is the photon frequeny, and Ea is an ativation energyfor the hopping proess. The main di�erene betweenpolarons with the Holstein and the Fröhlih intera-tions is that in the former ase, the eletron deformsonly the site where it sits, while in the latter ase, italso deforms many neighboring sites. This di�erenean be seen in diagonal transitions of a polaron fromsite to site, whih ensures a lighter polaron in the Fröh-lih model, and in the optial absorption spetra. Dueto the photon absorption, the SHP hops to an unde-formed site, and Ea = Ep=2. But the SFP hops to adeformed neighbouring site, and hene Ea = Ep=2.As a result, the optial ondutivities of the SHPand SFP are very di�erent, as is shown in Fig. 5. Inour model, the optial ondutivity of the SFP has amore asymmetri Gaussian shape. It is also di�erentfrom the one in Refs. [14�20℄, where large Fröhlih po-larons were studied using the e�etive mass approx-imation, with detailed rystal struture being irrele-vant. The optial ondutivity of large polarons hasan asymmetri shape with a threshold at the optialphonon frequeny !ph. This shape also depends on the
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Fig. 5. Optial ondutivity of the SFP (urves 1 and2 ) and SHP urves (3 and 4 ) as funtions of � atEp = 1 eV for !ph = 0:1 eV (urves 1 and 4 ) and!ph = 0:5 eV (urves 2 and 3 )many-body (polaron�polaron) interations [19℄ and onthe magnitude of the polaron oupling onstant [15; 20℄�p = e22~!ph~"r2m�!ph~ ;where m� is the e�etive mass of an eletron,~"�1 = "�11 �"�10 , and "1 and "0 are the high-frequenyand stati dieletri onstants of the lattie. It wasestablished that optial ondutivity spetra of largeFröhlih polarons exhibit relaxed state peaks atmoderate and large values of �p [15℄.However, reent quantum Monte Carlo simulationsshowed that in the strong-oupling regime, peaks due torelaxed exited states are �washed out� by large broad-ening of these states [20℄, and optial ondutivity spe-tra of large polarons obtained in [15℄ are restrited tothe region 0 < �p < 6. In our disrete model, the op-tial ondutivity is di�erent, its gross features beingmore reminisent of the anonial shape of the large-polaron optial ondutivity [14; 15℄.4. CONCLUSIONWe have solved an extended Holstein model witha long-range Fröhlih interation generalized for the3D vibrations. The small adiabati Fröhlih polaron isfound to be many orders of magnitude lighter than thesmall Holstein polaron in both the nonadiabati (seeFig. 2) and adiabati (see Fig. 4) regimes even withisotropi vetor vibrations of ions. The omponentof ion vibrations parallel to the hain gives rise to a1176
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